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Disclaimer: All art renderings, illustrations, photographs and pictures contained in this advertisement are an artist's impression only and the same should not be construed to be the final image/view of the final project. Every interested purchaser 

should take note of this express representation. All specifications of the flat shall be as per the final agreement between the parties.

2 & 3 BHK
Rambaug Colony, Kothrud, Pune
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About Badhekar Group
Founded in 2010, Badhekar Group is Pune's one of the most renowned redevelopment 
builders. With projects at the prime locations of the city, we have 21+ ongoing projects 
comprising over 2000 flats. To our credit, we have completed 40+ projects with a 
strong footprint across the city. 

At everything we do, our promise is unwavering trust, quality and commitment. 
Celebrating this philosophy, we have provided homes to more than 3000 families and 
helped them build eternal memories. At the helm of things at the Group is Mr. Pravin 
Badhekar, Chairman and Managing Director, who has been making an indelible 
impact in the real estate sector for the past twenty years.



Project Brief
Sneh, as the name suggests, was envisioned to create a feeling of warmth in those 
who call it home. Situated conveniently at the intersection of nature and a growing 
city; Sneh offers the best of both worlds.

The radiant 2 and 3 BHK offerings cater to all you might ask from your dream home, 
giving you a space you would be proud to call your own. Come rediscover 
rejuvenation at Sneh, where happiness is abundant.



Location 
Famous for its vibrant energy, Rambaug Colony 
in Kothrud represents the best Pune has to offer. 
With Badhekar Group's Sneh, find everything you 
might need to live life to the fullest at arm's 
reach - be it cultural landmarks, local and 
global eateries serving delicious food or any 
other leisure of your choice. Travel outside the 
city without a worry, thanks to the Pune-Mumbai 
Highway being a short 3 km away.

At Sneh, connectivity is effortless. Renowned 
hospitals like the Sahyadri Hospital Kothrud, 
distinguished schools and colleges like the MIT 
Group of Institutions are just a few minutes 
away while your everyday commutes are made 
easier with the timely functioning of the Pune 
Metro - the nearest station being Anand Nagar. 



Amenities and Specifications

Recreational Floor

Grand Entrance
Lobby

Rooftop
Garden

Open Gym Gazebo Walking
Plaza

Artificial
Garden

Solar Water
Provision

CCTV for
Common Area

Gas Pipeline
Provision

Wi-Fi Provision
for Common area

Video Door
Phone

Generator
Backup for lift
and Common

area 

Pyramid Vastu
Concept at

Foundation Level

Common Toilet
at Parking

Well Equipped Gym Yoga and
Meditation Area

Multipurpose
Hall

Library Children's
Play Area

Indoor
Games

Co-Working
Space



Floor Plans












